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First, a word of caution: This is an opinion that cannot replace the many books devoted to the subject. Its
target audience are (young) scientists from Romania who are seeking employment (abroad) in a field
related to science. It is based on the author’s experience in a rather limited area – biomedical sciences – and
should be taken as “personal impressions”, not as a guaranteed receipt for success.

Some definitions: “You” are the interviewee, i.e., the person seeking employment, and the rest of this text
is based on the assumption that you are on the “job market” trying to sell your expertise, or your labor
(your “product”) to the best possible advantage of yourself and your putative employer. The “Institution”
refers to the company, government facility, university or any other research facility that has advertised a
job or that, through some other means, has come to interview people for an open position. The Institution
refers not only to the research facility per se, but also to the search committee, or the people you are likely
to meet during the interview. The search committee is often composed of people whose experience in
interviewing candidates, as well as their interests, are not necessarily convergent; however, they are in most
cases looking for the best candidate to do “the job”.

1. The most fundamental tendency when applying for a job – and assuming that you really want it –
is to oversell yourself, i.e., to promise more than you can deliver. It is one thing to try to impress
the Institution with your potential (e.g., things that you know you have the ability to learn at your
new workplace), it is another thing to intentionally deceive them by making false claims about
your abilities. Overselling has two major consequences: (a) you will cause the Institution a loss in
both time and resources, which in the long run is harmful to yourself; (b) you damage your
credibility on the employment market – believe it or not, word does get around. Therefore, before
going for any job interview, you should

a. Know yourself;
b. Know exactly what the job you are seeking entails.

2. The job interview does not, as one might think, begin on the “D” Day, when you make eye contact
with Institution representatives. It begins with the résumé (the curriculum vitae, the CV), with the
way you write it. My advice: keep it simple. People who evaluate CVs do not like to be bored with
details – they often have to go thru 10s or 100s of CVs. One, maximum two pages, specifying
your education, your professional experience, and your professional achievments, are more than
enough. It is useful to begin with a short summary. Details about your personal life (e.g., what are
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your preferred leisure activities, what is your marriage status) are not required. It is best not to
discuss religion, family-related or any other personal details unless you reach an advanced phase
of the interview – and even then you should be cautious. If you are a woman who intends to be
pregnant in the near future, or if you are pregnant, you do not need to disclose this information
during the interview. Should you disclose that you are pregnant, you may find yourself being
refused a job that, by any other count, you deserve.  Therefore, before going for any job interview,
you should

a. Write your CV in a simple, clear manner: summary (one paragraph outline); education
(when, where, what degree); professional experience (where did you work; brief
description of your job duties); professional activities (other items related to your
profession); personal information (optional);

b. List, separately, your professional publications – published in scientific journals,
presented at conferences, etc. This list should be as complete as possible. Remember that,
even if you have only presented work at a regional conference in your hometown, it
should be listed since it demonstrates that you are involved in scientific activities and you
have the ability to communicate your research.

c. Have a list of people that can give you letters of reference (vide infra).

3. Most people assume that a CV includes the résumé itself and the list of publications. While both
are important, an equally important part is the list of people that can provide references on your
behalf. This list should be complete with names, phone and fax numbers, email and snail mail
addresses, and where they work. As one famous sketch from I.L. Caragiale reminds us, be certain
that the person(s) you ask for references agree to do this, that they provide letters of reference
highlighting positive aspects about you, and that they can be reached for questions during the next
month following your interview. Therefore, before going applying for a job, you should

a. Prepare a folder with your résumé, your publications, and a list of people who agreed to
provide references on your behalf;

b. Write an introduction letter that is specific to the Institution, and the job, that you are
seeking.

4. Having completed your CV, you are now ready to hunt for the job that suits you best. In science,
the most advertised places are through the Internet. Some Institutions have a “employment/carrier
opportunities” on their websites. Others send job advertisements through the Web. And most of
them will send advertisements in journals like Nature, Science and New Scientist. It is sometimes
useful to check the “classified” section of local newspapers, as well. Either way, be prepared to
dedicate some time and resources to applying for jobs. Unless you are really lucky, or really good,
or both, you may need to write a few application letters before getting your first interview.
Therefore, before sending your job application, you should

a. Understand exactly what job is advertised, in order to include that in your introduction
letter;

b. Make sure you observe the job application deadline. It is often futile to send applications
once the search period has ended.

5. Once the application is submitted, a “waiting period” follows. After the application deadline, it
often takes 2-8 weeks before the Institution decides who should go into the 2nd round (i.e., who’s
application folder was not “filed for later” or simply trashed). In the really polite cases, you will
get a letter stating that your application has been received. Sometimes, you also get a “thank you,
but we are not interested” note; in this case you should focus on the next opportunity. Rarely, you
will get a “sorry, we are not interested in your application for this […] position, but would you
still be interested in the following […] position?” type of message – in which case it is best you
follow it up with a phone conversation. The best possible outcome is an invitation for an
interview, either in person, or by phone. Following the “waiting period” you should

a. Receive some sort of communication from the Institution; if they do not give any sign, it
is a good idea to contact their Human Resources department and make sure that your
application has been received;

b. Receive an invitation for a phone, or in-person, interview.
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6. The phone interview – an increasingly popular practice when visas, or travel budgets, are the
limiting factor – should be treated as seriously as a face-to-face interview. Remember that the
Institution is using this screening technique to eliminate people who have communication, or
attitude problems: If the job you applied for demands mastering a foreign language, expect the
interview to be conducted in that language. Since most jobs in the scientific field require good
communication skills and team-playing spirit, your (phone) interview is likely to probe those areas
as well. Furthermore, screening may be used to probe your scientific knowledge. More about this,
in the next section. During the phone interview, be sure to

a. Remember that your goal at this stage is get a face-to-face interview (no job offer is made
over the phone);

b. Reassure the Institution that you are still interested in the job;
c. Represent yourself correctly – not too modest, but not overstating your abilities;
d. Avoid specific answers to questions that may disqualify you from the next step (e.g., be

vague when answering the question “how much money do you want?”).

7. The interview, the “D” day, begins with the way you dress. First impressions are always
important, so no matter what others may tell you, make sure you dress appropriately for the
interview. Avoid strong visual or olfactive statements – the latest trends in fashion or strong
perfume are not the right choice for this occasion. A formal dress, while being perceived as old-
fashioned, is the right way to show the Institution that you respect them, yourself, and the
occasion. Avoid uncomfortable shoes or clothes: They may look good, but they may also make
you look out-of-synch, which may cost you the offer. Needless to say, personal hygiene is of
utmost importance.

8. Even dressed properly, you have to remember that the “right attitude”, to use positive signals, to
avoid body language that does not stay true to your words. Just as first impressions are important,
so is the feeling that whoever you are must be aligned with whatever you say. For example, a cold,
sweaty hand when you are introduced to various people, or a general impression that you are
nervous, are not likely to go well with the Institution. They will wonder why are you being
nervous – is it lack of confidence, lack of experience, or is he hiding something? During the
interview, and at all times, be as pleasant as possible, avoid making jokes, keep your hands
together and stand straight at the table. Adopt a business-like attitude, keep eye contact as much as
possible to express interest (without wearing dark/sun glasses), smile often (and do not bite your
lip or nails!), and always make sure that you show formal etiquette whenever the case (e.g., do
open doors for women and let them pass first).

9. As you arrive at the Institution’s site (or wherever you are meeting the first time), make sure you
have several copies of your CV (complete with list of referees and a publication list), several
reprints of previously published work, as well as a pen and paper. This prepares you for any
unusual situation – someone who recently joined the search committee did not have time to read
your CV, here’s a good occasion to prove that you are organised and helpful; or someone may
want to know what did you exactly do three years ago – it is OK to consult your CV as a reminder.
As you talk to people, make sure you use the pen and paper to write down questions, impressions,
and even opinions about the job (i.e., what do different people you meet think about the position
that is open). You may yourself later on in the situation to try to reconcile different views about
the new position – since different search committee members might have different expectations, as
well as different agendas. And don’t forget to turn off your mobile phone once you are on-site.

10. The interview has, in most cases, three parts:
a. The social part (either dinner the day before, or lunch during “D” day, or both). Rather

than considering this an informal event, rest assured sure that you are being evaluated.
Avoid ordering things that may cause you to mess at the table. Order some food you are
really familiar with, which you can to eat without getting distracted. Remember the
purpose of this meeting – you are centerstage, not here to enjoy a free lunch. This is no
time to drink alcohol or smoke, even if your host does, nor is it the time to get too chatty.
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Do not speak with your mouth full, do not order expensive items on the menu, and be
polite with everyone, even with the waiter who may accidentally spill some coffee on
your expensive interview dress.

b. The scientific part: This is, usually, a lecture that you have give in front of your putative
co-workers. Focus on your own research, without making too many assumptions about
your target audience. Have some introductory slides explaining the context of your work,
since not everyone is familiar with your area of expertise. Then explain your research in
simple terms, but be prepared to go in-depth about it. To emphasize the point: The
Institution is looking for problem solvers, so your presentation should highlight original
contributions, and how you tackled unusual problems. It is also the moment when your
professional skills are being evaluated, so make sure you do your homework and clarify
to yourself any obscurities related to the topic you are covering, since you may need to
explain them in the questions session that follows your seminar. Always finish 5-10
minutes ahead of schedule – to allow time for questions. And if someone in the audience
asks something you do not understand, or have knowledge of, it is best you answer with
“I don’t know”, rather than bragging or speculating about something you do not know.

c. The interview itself: This is when people ask you questions in order to probe your
suitability to work for them, and with them. They will try to evaluate if you are
manageable – this is most important if you are about to work in a company; if you are
creative and capable to perform research in an individual setting – important if the
position is in an academic setting; and if you are a teamplayer – important everywhere
you may work. The purpose of this interview is to find out if you are suitable for the job,
if your personality / character matches the already-existing team, and if you can
contribute in a positive manner to the Institution’s research programs.

11. Some of the questions you will hear during the interview are meant to probe your personality: Are
you motivated? Determined? Perhaps overly ambitious? Are you friendly and open? Others will
try to evaluate your professional manners: Are you dedicated? Can you solve problems in a self-
reliant manner, or do you need a supervisor to always tell you what to do? Are you capable of
performing analyses, as well as syntheses – in order to best evaluate the situation? Are you
familiar with the scientific literature, and can you distill the essential of what’s being asked from
you? Yet others may evaluate your understanding of the research facility as a business unit: Do
you understand basic concepts like running costs, capital investments, and standard operating
procedures? Can you find out solutions that are both cost-saving and efficient, when it comes to
implementing certain procedures? No need to worry if you are not familiar with the bussiness
aspects, unless you are looking for a management position, and unless fund-seeking is implicit in
the job you are applying for (e.g., an academic position in the USA requires that you apply for
grants to get your research funded). The final category, the tough questions, are designed to catch
you off-guard, because the Institution wants to make you react, and wants to make you think. Not
necessarily in the same order – so the old proverb “think twice before you speak” applies
whenever you are uncertain about how you should answer. Some examples of questions follow:

a. What is the best work you have done so far? What is the worst?
b. Tell us about some work that you have failed to complete – and what have you learned

from that process.
c. Tell us what you dislike about your current supervisor/workplace.
d. Why are you seeking a job in our place? Why do you want to work here?
e. What do you find attractive about this job?
f. What do you see yourself doing in five years from now?
g. Can you work under pressure? How often do you fail to meet the deadline?
h. Tell us, in your own words, why we should hire you.
i. Describe an unusual circumstance in your professional career – and how you have

handled it.
j. How can you handle conflict with co-workers, on and off site?
k. How long have you been looking for a job?
l. Tell us what was the last book you read.
m. Do you have any questions?
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12. Some tips: When you talk about your failures (which you should), always end on a positive note
(e.g., some lesson you have learned). Do not talk bad about your previous employer, either about
persons or institutions. You will only give the impression that, some day, you will do the same
about the Institution you are seeking employment with. When asked why you are looking for this
particular job, try to go beyond standard replies and add a personal touch. In other words, show
that you found something attractive about this particular Institution (either by talking to other
people who work there, or by reading press releases about it, or by consulting its webpage). If
asked why should you be the candidate that gets selected, focus on areas where your background
and abilities meet the current demands and problems. Be short and to the point, but confident.
When asked about handling conflict situations, highlight your ability to find the middle ground,
and to negotiate – rather than taking sides. This is not the time to explain who was right or wrong,
or why the conflict started. And when asked what was the last book you read, do not quote a
fashionable book you never actually read, since you may find yourself in the position to discuss a
particular development in that book. Finally, be prepared with your own set of questions, since
they may help you understand better the kind of position you have applied for and the kind of
people you may soon be calling colleagues.

13. The not-exactly-legal questions may come, as well. An interviewer cannot ask questions related to
your religion, although he may point out that the job requires that you come at work on a Friday,
or on a Saturday, or on a Sunday. Nor should you have to answer questions about your political
affiliation, your parentage, your family situation, or your health. You may, however, need to
answer questions about your marital status if the job requires relocation to another country/city.
Ultimately, it’s your right to point out these are illegal questions – but then again, that won’t help
you get the job offer.

14.  At all times during the interview, remember that your goal is to obtain a job offer.

15. At the end of the interview, you should exit while giving the right impression. Be polite, say good-
bye and thank everyone in person (remember the eye contact) for their time. Do not ask about
benefits/salary/vacation, and do not try to press the Institution to take a decision. Above all, do not
ask what the Institution thinks about your overall performance. They may need to evaluate other
candidates, and may not be ready to provide feedback on the spot. You can ask, however, when
you should expect further contact with the Institution, review the job requirements, and find out if
further interviews are expected.

16. If everything goes well, you should either be invited for a second interview with your spouse, or
you should be receiving a formal offer. Job offers may be made verbally, but always demand that
a written document is sent to you. This is, after all, the basis on which you will take a decision that
will afect your life. You need to make sure that your offer is fair, given the position and your
qualifications. You should have an idea how much people with equivalent jobs earn, but do not
expect your future colleagues to help out unless they are real friends. If you are a woman, expect
to earn less then men; this unfortunate practice seems to be happening everywhere on this planet.

17. Once you get the job offer, you should be prepared to negotiate. Salaries are rarely negotiable
more than 5-10% - unless you have a better offer with one of their competitors. You may,
however, try to ask other things: For example, financial assitance to deal with the immigration
authorities, in order to help you bring your family with you in a foreign country. Most offers come
with a relocation package, so the only thing you need to figure out is if you get any assistance in
the new city/country you will be moving to. Unless you have already been informed, this is the
appropriate time to figure out the health insurance aspects: Does the company offer health benefits
/ dental / family / retirement plans? Is it covered by the country’s health care system? How much
tax will you have to pay? Remember that, even if the salary looks good on paper, there are always
additional costs that will come out of your paycheck… And if you get the contract, read it
carefully and make sure you understand it before you sign at the dotted line.
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18. Above all, good luck.


